
WHEN SECONDS COUNT... 

UNITED HATZALAH COLOMBIA 

IS THERE. 

When emergencies occur, rapid medical treatment increases chances of survival 

exponentially. Using specially equipped motorcycle ambulances, United 
Hatzalah Colombia network of more than 100 volunteer medics help save 

thousands of lives each year across Cartagena  and Manizales in Colombia  by 
providing medical treatment in an average response time of 3 minutes or less. 

Our humanitarian services are free, universal and available 24 hours a day, seven 

days a week 

 

 

 

ABOUT US 

 

O U R  M I S S I O N  



United Hatzalah of Colombia is the largest independent, non-profit, fully 

volunteer Emergency Medical Service organization that provides the fastest and 

free emergency medical first response throughout Cartagena Manizales and  in 

Colombia. . United Hatzalah’s service is available to all people regardless of 

race, religion, or national origin. United Hatzalah has more than 100 volunteers 

around the country, available around the clock – 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 

365 days a year. With the help of our unique GPS technology and our iconic 

ambucycles, our average response time is less than 3 minutes across the country 

and 90 seconds in metropolitan areas. Our mission is to arrive at the scene of 

medical emergencies as soon as possible and provide the patient with 

professional and appropriate medical aid until an ambulance arrives, resulting 

in many more lives saved. 

 

 

 

LIFE-SAVING 

 



V O L U N T E E R S  

United Hatzalah Colombia strength is in its 100 selfless volunteers. These 

include emergency medical technicians (EMTs), paramedics, and doctors who 

are on call 24/7/365 – even on Christmas and new year ! 

United Hatzalah volunteer medics take a 200 hour course and undergo 100 

training calls to qualify as Hatzalah first responders . After passing the exams, 

each medic receives a rescue bag and a phone that connects him to the hatzalah 

Dispach center . 

From that point forward, the responders are always on call. They take their 

rescue bags, phones, and mode of transportation everywhere they go so they 

can leave for an emergency at a moment’s notice. They leave their workplaces, 

offices, schools, and families – even in middle of the night or during a holiday 

– to go and treat someone in need of medical assistance whenever they are 

needed. 

United Hatzalah Colombia has a diverse volunteer team. Among the 100 

volunteers, one can find all kind of  religious Catolico  Jews, Arabs,  , and 

Christians. The sole criteria to become a United Hatzalah Colombia volunteer 

is to be willing to save anyone’s life – anytime, anywhere. 



 

LIFESAVING 

 

V E H I C L E S  

 

EMERGENCY RESPONSE AMBUCYCLE     

Without doubt, the ambucycle is United Hatzalah’s biggest contribution to 

emergency first response. Ambucycles are motorcycles used by United 

Hatzalah’s volunteers throughout Colombia to make sure they get to 

emergencies within the first few minutes. Ambucycles, due to their size, are not 

held up by traffic jams or narrow streets, unlike cars and ambulances. 

Ambucycles have an attached first-aid case that is designed to hold all the 

necessary medical equipment. No matter where a volunteer is, s/he is always 

ready to leave whatever s/he is doing, get on his or her ambucycle, turn on the 

sirens, and race to an emergency. Thanks to these distinctive motorcycles and 

United Hatzalah’s unique dispacht  technology, the average response time of an 

ambucycle medic is 3 minutes, and in city centers it decreases to 90 seconds. 

United Hatzalah currently operates  12 Ambucycles. 

 



 

 

AMBUCAR     

The ambucycle is not fitting for every volunteer. The ambucar exists for those 

who need a form of transportation but do not want to or are unable to ride an 

ambucycle. United Hatzalah’s fleet of Ambucars – rapid response licensed 

emergency response cars fitted with sirens and emergency lights – fill the 

operational gap between ambulances and Ambucycles, allowing our volunteer 

medics and personnel to carry all the medical gear found in an ambulance while 

going about their daily routine in all weather conditions, including rain, which 

is sometimes problematic for Ambucycles. While Ambucycles facilitate the fast 

arrival of volunteers to the scene, Ambucars ensure the arrival of professional 

Search and rescue teams who need more equipment.  With additional seating 

and storage, Ambucars allow United Hatzalah Colombia  directors, MCI 

coordinators, and dispatch personnel to carry additional equipment, including 

mobile dispatch cases, search and rescue (SAR) equipment, reserve medical 

equipment, and command post tents, which facilitate the setup of fully 

operational command posts.  

 



 
 

 

 

 
AMBULANCE     

United Hatzalah Colombia volunteer medics respond within seconds from the 

onset of any incident. An ambulance is dispatched and races to the scene to help 

save yet another life. It brings a broad array of emergency medical equipment, 

medicines, and bandages. Most importantly, it brings a caring and committed 

team of medics who will treat, stabilize, and transport the patient to the nearest 

appropriate medical facility. 

 



 

 

RAPID RESPONSE ELECTRICAL BICYCLE     

Specially outfitted with distinctive United Hatzalah decals and markings, a siren 

and flashing lights, and a full supply of medical first aid equipment. 

 

 

 

RESCUE ATV – AMBUTRACTOR    

Whereas Ambucycles are the key to rapid response in urban environments, there 

are plenty of places in Colombia that cannot be approached by cars or 

motorcycles; mountain paths and desert roads, among others, are difficult to 

approach, but emergencies can occur in these places as well. That is why United 

Hatzalah Colombia use Ambutractors stationed around the country and uses 



them for rescue operations requiring a different, more powerful 4-wheel vehicle 

to save those in trouble. The ambutractor is a 4 wheel drive made for desert 

landscape, with a hard shell roof and a front seat that folds down enabling a full 

size medical cot for transport. The ambutractor is a practical method to respond, 

treat, and evacuate a missing or injured person. It quickly locates victims in 

forests, deserts, and rough terrains. The Ambutractor is used in hilly, rocky, and 

wooded areas where there is rugged terrain, and/or where there are high 

incidents of search and rescue operations. 

 

 

 

ABOUT US 

 

O U R  T E C H N O L O G Y  



When every second counts, United Hatzalah Colombia is there. 

Code Blue. Cardiac arrest. 60-year-old male on the 4th floor. United Hatzalah 

volunteers arrive within 90 seconds, stabilize the patient, and transport him to 

the hospital. They’re ready for the next urgent call. 

Code Orange. Disaster. Multiple Casualties. The call goes out to all EMS 

responders, police and firebrigade personnel. United Hatzalah volunteers are 

the first responders to arrive on the scene. 

United Hatzalah’s iconic ambucycles, ambulances, state-of-the-art 

communication system, and pioneering GPS technology enable our volunteers 

to arrive within minutes of emergencies – every time. How do we do it? 

 

Our dispach tegnology draws a virtual perimeter around an incident that has 

been entered into the system. It then alerts the responders in a predetermined 

radius to the incident. Each volunteer knows that when the Dispach  alerts him, 

it is because he is in the immediate vicinity of an emergency incident. Complete 

GPS guidance to the scene and complete recording capabilities ensure that every 

incident is responded to and recorded. 

Over 10 thousand emergency calls have been responded to by United Hatzalah 

Colombia volunteers through this technology and millions more will continue 

to be served and saved. The Dispach  System allows United Hatzalah of 

Colombia  dispatch center to constantly monitor the location of every United 

Hatzalah volunteer in the country and to send them out based on four criteria: 

 



Who is closest, geographically, 

to the scene? 

 

Who has the highest level of training, based on the emergency at 

hand? 

 

Who has the best equipment for this particular emergency? 

 

How is the volunteer traveling: by foot, car, ambulance, etc? 

 

 
MISSION STATEMENT 

Psychotrauma & Crisis Response 
Unit First of its kind in Colombia  



The Psychotrauma & Crisis Response Unit’s mission is to enhance the 

lifesaving efforts of United Hatzalah Colombia, the largest, fastest, non-profit, 

fully volunteered, free Emergency Medical Services organization in Colombia 

. The Psychotrauma & Crisis Response Unit addresses the emotional needs of 

family members, witnesses and bystanders during and after traumatic 

situations. 

The unit is determined to provide emotional support and stabilization for any 

civilian who needs it across the country as well as for United Hatzalah 

Responders  after being exposed to traumatic calls. The unit trains mental 

health professionals who volunteer alongside United Hatzalah Responders  in 

the field at a time of an emergency. 

 

DOG K9 UNIT 
 

The Psychotrauma & Crisis Response Unit has started a K9 Unit which, as of 

today, includes one very special puppy named Lucy. Lucy, the orange-vest-

wearing psychotrauma dog, has assisted people in crises on numerous 

occasions by helping bystanders and family members move away from the 

traumatic scene by “following” the dog. When there is a medical crisis, the 

first step that needs to take place is the removal of the individuals from the 

scene. The dog plays an important role in helping our responders remove 

individuals from the situation. Once the person or people are removed, they 

many times become distracted by and calmed down simply by focusing on the 

dog thereby immediately lessening the immediate stress. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 


